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Abstract: Experience of methodic training a teacher of technological education in the transition to Federal state
educational standards of general education on the bases of intensification of educational process by planning
and arranging professionally oriented public projects is generalized in this article.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHOD

System of  education  is  some  kind of sphere of life N.A. Moreva  considers  students learn information
in a society where this or that way interests of the whole in different degrees, that's why perfection of innovational
country population are represented. General education means, methods, techniques of planning and conducting
represents the bases  of  the  system; it includes millions lessons and gaining cognitive and moral methods are of
of students, educationalists; it infringes up their families' great importance [4, p.120].
interests, employers  and  different public organizations M. Yurova just on the contrary in the process of
[1, p.8]. In the concept of Federal state educational training pedagogical personnel considers that students
standards of general education (FSES of general having received theoretical bases of learning must work
education) it  is  said the following: the  strategic  task independently improving acquired knowledge [5].
of  school  education  development nowadays  consists Thus, we see there is no exact recipe  in the training
in renovation of its content, methods of teaching and in highly qualified specialists, especially in the training a
gaining new quality of its results on this bases  [2, p.9]. future teacher.

Under these conditions arises  the  question of The process of training a  teacher  is a continuous
devising new points of view to the teaching and training and very labour-consuming process of professional
pedagogical   personnel.   But    under    conditions    of development [6, p.6]. VSO considers the quality of
conducted reform and modernization of higher school teaching depends on quality of training teachers.
occurs conjugation of school time, all in all it demands Correspondingly, Ministries and schools of education
effective  use  of  lecture-roomed time and intensification must constantly improve quality and actuality of the
of the process of training future teachers of technology process of training teachers  [7, p.58].
and business. Therefore, Kazan (Volga) federal university has got

The process of intensification as some kind of new tasks in increasing quality and effectiveness of the
innovation in the industrial sphere was characterized as process of training future teachers of technology and
increasing of effectiveness, making typical scale of the business, upbringing and developing pedagogical
process less [3]. mastership  in  this  sphere. In the process of  studying

Intensification of educational process is first of all the subject Theory and methods of training technology
saturated, efficient, actively creative inclusion of students and business  we have accentuated on practical lessons
and teachers into rationally organized common activities conducted in educational institutions, places of constant
which is aimed to training a highly skilled specialist, living  (the  local  establishment  for advanced in years
possessing  actively  created  potential   and    high and the local centre of rehabilitation of children with
efficiency (rate and quality). limited possibilities). Students  implement  laboratory
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work, connected with the process of studying normative report on personal theme. Many of them are interested in
and  legal   documentation,  study  and  analysis of the second  part  of  this  work  more, that  is elaborating
school material  bases;  working  out  long-term  and the programmer of master-class on technology for
everyday plans    of  training   and   upbringing   process children with limited possibilities and for advanced in
at school,  particularly  it  concerns  the  process of years, who have got into trouble. To our mind, it is a very
corrective  and  profiled  characters;  extra-curricular important  work,  because  it  may be considered some
activity of pupils; use of professional orientation elements kind of participation in the social projects of Elabuga
[8], which are aimed to realization of the pilot projects  in municipality.
institutions of different kinds (common as well as special), Inter-subject  integration in the methodical  training
where students improve acquired knowledge in the a teacher is of great importance too. It allows to elaborate
process of visiting and watching experienced teachers of interactive  tasks   to control knowledge, abilities and
technology and instructors of work therapy conduct skills of pupils on technology with the help of computer
lessons. And all this is made by the students absolutely programmers in education for example WEB 2.0 [10, 11].
independently. Such types of didactic material for the lessons in the form

The main part.  As  for  us,  we consider the process of a game are being elaborated also by the students.
of creating accumulation system (the so-called portfolio
of teacher's achievements) by the students to be an CONCLUSIONS
interesting godsend.  Students  collect pilot projects
into methodical box for the space of learning the course, Experience  shows  that  students being taught on
which they'll use in the professional activity of a teacher the speciality The culture of house and decorative
in the future. For instance, in the process of laboratory applied art  can elaborate and realize difficult projects
work on the theme Supplementary education on (programmers) of technological  education in the
technology  our students create programmers on design transition to FSES of general education with gender and
for the intellectual and healthy camp Intel summer  and age peculiarities of pupils' development. Thus, elaborated
for the intellectual creative seminar Dream  which methods  of  training  repeatedly makes perfect the
traditionally take place during summer holidays for process of forming intellectual and art capacities of a
talented children from 6 to 15 at Elabuga institute of Kazan future teacher of technology, forms professional
federal university. These programmers are being created capacities of a teacher, who makes every pilot project
by the students for children  of different ages; their perfect.
labour-consuming makes up 10-12 hours. It has become a
good tradition at the institute to organize a contest to REFERENCES
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